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cDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA

1^ 1 Date

KEN REGAN, Owner, Camera Five, third floor, 27 West
•27th Street, New York, New York, advised that he personally
took the photograph of ABBIE HOFFMAN that appeared in the
May, 1971 edition of "Newsweek" Magazine. He stated that he
was on assignment of "Newsweek" Magazine in Washington, D.C.
at the time that he took the photograph of ABBIE HOFFMAN.
He said that there are other photographs of ABBIE HOFFMAN
that he had taken in addition to the one that appeared in
"Newsweek" Magazine. He declined, however, to make available
copies of the photographs in question stating that 6ince he
was on assignment of "Newsweek" Magazine, he wanted to "check"
with the editors of ("Newsweek" Magazine before releasing copies
of these photographs to the United States Department of Justice.

5/26/71 New York, New York NY 176-505

contents are not to be distributed outside
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5/27/71
Date

~ f^ ^^s*^^!*™**^ Bureau,
'Newsweek" Magazine,- Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington,
D.C., telephone number (202) 298-7880, telephonically advised
that KEN REGAN, Camera Five, 27 West 27th Street, New York
City (NYC), contacted him on May 26, 1971 concerning a request
by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents on May 26,
1971 that REGAN furnish photographs taken by him of ABBIE
HOFFMAN in Washington, B.C. during May Day demonstrations.

P Hi stated that KEN REGAN was on exclusive
assignment for "Newsweek" Magazine at the time that he took
the photographs of ABBIE HOFFMAN in Washington, D.C. He
6tated that the photographs are owned by KEN REGAN. He
stated that it is the established policy of "Newsweek" Magazine
not to make available to "anyone" any material obtained by
any of their Btaff or any individual working in a_ free-lance
capacity under contract to "Newsweek" Magazine because it
places the individual in "Jeopardy" in his future effectiveness
as a member of the news media. He stated he advised KEN REGAN
not to furnish the photographs to the FBI.

5/27/ri New York, New York
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.
KEN REGAN, Owner, Camera Five, third floor, 27

West 27th Street, New York. New York. telephonlcall v advised
that he consulted with J/M Washington
Bureau, "Newsweek" Magazine, on May 2b^^^^^^m

He stated that his own professional policy is in
agreement with th* of the policy of "Newsweek"" Magazine
concerning the furnishing of photographs taken- by- him" to either
the United States Government or to any defendant. He said
that if he did .so he would be unable to operate as a free-
lance photographer. For this reason, he declined to furnish
copies of the photograph of ABBIE HOFFMAN taken by him in
Washington, D.C. during the May Day demonstrations.

New York, New York
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MSTltay Si, IffI, Hoffman and his wifeAniti
appeared as guests on the local Chicago television
conversation sho» "Howard Miller's Chicane." This /WX/-)4*,program is aired over WBBH-TV, . Chicago. -\ //
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HOWARD MILLER'S Chicago Show

HOWARD MILLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

Wei come to"HOWARD MILLER Chicago,"
n hour of topical conversation
from the heart of n id-America and
now here with our guests is HOWARD.

Thank you very nuch AL PARKER and
good evening ladles and gentlemen,
it's a delight to be with you again
to present our guests on this show.
The name of the program someone
thought to call it, was "HOWARD Meets
the HOFFMANs . " Properly 1 suppose
it should be said "The HOFFMANs Meet
HOWARD" because I think I'm here
ore often than probably the HOFFMANs;
at least out of jail more often and
I believe that there is probably
never been conceived a television
show that brought people together
with a wider diversity of attitudes
and philosophy and a conduct of life
than this program tonight. So how
it ends nobody will know but we
welcome to our panel ABBIE and ANITA
HOFFMAN on"ChicagO."

I think first off I bad best acknowl-
edge, a ABBIE and ANITA that a, one of
the main reasons you are making these
frequent television appearances is
because you have both written books.
At this is a frequent a, excursion of
yours and to the ethereal so to speak
ABBIE, writing a, books. I think this
is the third or fourth in a series.

Third or fourth, yeah.

A, ANN or ANITA as you call yourself
ANN in this book as the authoress,
is this your first attempt? . ..

ANITA HOFFMAN: Um-hun, yes.
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HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

And have you decided to go straight
and start writing books now, both of
you or are you going to continue to
break the law?

I don't think the books are too
straight, so ah.. . .

Well there are ah, your's is porn-
ography and that's straight literature
these days and it's about the only
thing that sells.

Thank yo\T.
~~ ~

She wrote it sitting in the gallery
of a, a the judge's a, forget his
name a, here in Chicago.

Judge HOFFMAN?

Yeah.

A fine judge.

In his courtroom ah, sbe had nothing
to do so she wrote the book and ah,
all the pornographic sections were
Just fantasies of her and the Judge.

I believed that it was. Ah, ABBIE
so frequently you have been referred
to as the clown prince.

You've got to say the name of the...

We shall, sooner or later, ah I
usually don't publicize books that
I ah...

We don't either.
. j» * *

Oh.

That you disagree with?



HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

No; no, no, not that I don't disagree
with but I mean that Isn't the lain
thrust of the program. rather than to
publicize the book to develop the
author's line, the author's tact,
I started saying ABBIE that you have
frequently been called the clown
prince of this movement, whatever
this movement is that you represent.
And I just ah, how serious you should
be called the clown prince, how
seriously you take yourself. Ah, is
this all a put on?

It isn't enough to know the difference
between put on and reality, meaning
sometimes when I'm in Washington I
kind of wonder about what's a put on
and what's a reality in terms of the
government. For example, there's a
lot of ah, you know we learn a lot of
things in the fourth grade about courts,
ah, you know, about free enterprise,
about anybody can grow up to be
President, Columbus discovered America
even though there were loads of people
here. We learn all these kind of
cliches and then ah, you know one
wonders whether or not the United
States isn't a put on.

Why, poor boys have become Presidents.
Almost anybody if he seeks the Presid-
ency, certainly has the right to
achieve that ah, goal. He may not
achieve it because of our selective
system and political parties
but certainly has a right. Ah, so
you can't debunk the thought that
there is the privilege, the opportunity
there. '



HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

Well, there, there are ah, ah,
society, ah, power structure
maintains itself in power by
using a variety of techniques,
sometimes the courts and sometimes
the Manipulation of certain kinds
of language ioVfcgary:- ; for example,
if I say to you the word crime,
you don't think of a statistical,
you know survey the way that
RAMSEY CLARK wrote about in crime
in America. For example, he points
out that the Board of Elect, Board of
ah, Trustees of General Electric were
involved and Indicted on the price
fixing scheme in 1967, which robbed
the American public of more money
than all the armed robberies, _-
burglaries, muggings put together;
but when I say the word crime or
more particularly when you say it,
ah people flash on a, on a young
black guy with a gun coming out
from behind the bushes, you know,
holding up a middle aged white
couple. That's what we see. So,
so ifs certain, you know, it's not
in the interest of the power structure,
it's not in the interest of the
"Chicago Tribune" or ABC Television
that people have in their mind when
they hear the word crime, the Board
of Electric, ah General, ah Board
of Directors of General Electric
or bank, you know banker....

But isn't it delightful ABBIE, don't
you have to admit that under our
system of jurisprudence and law
that those men....

But ditl you understand what I was
"*

saying



HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

These men were brought to tow,
brought to court and were fined
a multiple millions of dollars
for this exercise and illegality,
so you see that system works. Oh,
sure they were convicted and their
corporate structure were made to pay
multimillions of dollars, ah as
fines for that price fixing. So
you see the power system or the
court system does work.

But it's re-, ah aside from even
the amounts of what the fines were,
which is sort of written off on
the business. It's so ridiculous
to pvon rnnnnre thst to l_lke ah
people who were spending years in
jail before they even had trials.

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

Yeah , I mean ....

I'm not so sure they did time.

Who are you referring to now?

Board of Directors at General
Electric, I didn't see them
in Cook County Jail.

Well their 's was not an offense
ah that called for prison term
ah as punishment, but rather a

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

That's kind of strange their....

White colter crimes never do, ah
you know, business, civil, you knt»
you call it a civil case and that



HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

Well you're not in jail and
how many tines have you broken
the law and you're still out.

Well, in a way I'm ; I ' a I

nean a perpetual jail because
now even coming here lawyers
have to argue the case in court
for ae to have the right to travel.
I'm on something like about 50 or
60 thousand dollar bail now. I have
just been arrested again even though,
ah I had less to do with organizing
these demonstrations thanGeneral
MITCHELL himself and ah, you know
ah, we ah, you know that, we ah,
we're watched 24 hours a day by
at least four agencies in this
government and....

Well don't you think you deserve
to be a security risk when you
advocate the destroying the system?

The book Itself for me, for me to
be forced to publish my own book,
where 30 major publishers rejected
it for me to be forced to do that,
for t-e to have a book that the
"New York Times" even will refuse
to advertise is, Is in a way putting
me and my thoughts in a jail.

But there are things in this book
though ABBIE, I think you'll have
to admit and ah, here we'll acknowledge
the book i« called "Steal This Book",
and actually what %t is, is at*-- -
description of how to break the law,



HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

of how to skirt the la*. Well
you can't expect a legitimate
publisher to accept a treatise
such as this and publish it
because I doubt seriously if
it's going to have readership
on the basis of a, of a pay tome
and you can't expect a newspaper
to advertise something that
indicates bow to break law.

Well, I'm, ahmm, I'm not exactly
sure about that because the day
they advocate for example, how
if they would advocate how you
would start a bank. That to us
would be a way of advocating
how to break the law. You know
if General Motors is involved
in breaking the law, we could
name a number of laws that their
involved in breaking. You know
pollution laws, a safety laws, a....

I don't know that their guilty
in breaking any laws as of now.

The American, the American telephone
company, a few years ago also was
involved in a similar scheme in
which the government found that
they were involved in robbing
the American public of ah, couple
of billion dollars and yet nobody
would suggest that AT&T doesn't
have the right to advertise. So
again its a question of what you
consider crime. I don't consider
shoplifting in the same breath
that I do in terms of ah, takir r . v
a meat for example and adding
faulty chemicals to make it look
fcood,of using false promotions,
you know of using all the other
kinds of trickeries that super-
mar kVt's use, you see.
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HOWARD M ILLEX

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN >

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

Well of course people like that
when' their caught, when they're
apprehended, the ah district
attorney will file suit and they
will go to Jail as properly they
should. There shouldn't be two
laws, nobody argues the fact there
should be two laws but there should
be law and It should be abided by
all people whether their boards
of directors of General Electric
or whether their ABBIE HOFFMANs
or ANITA HOFFMANs.

A*, I- was iavoJveu iu the trial
about a year ago here in town.
Did, you heard about that....

I read a little

well, one thing I learned In that
trial and I've been traveling to
other countries, ah quite a bit
during the last year and most
people conclude that if there
was one person responslbile
for what the government Itself
called a police riot, it happens
to be the fair ray or of this town,
but you cannot conceive of the
mayor of this town and the chief
of police and the superintendent
of police being put on trial for
conspiracy to incite riot. Tou
can ' t conceive of that because the
courts are not there to punish
people like Mayor DALEY or for
that matter to assert any kind of
justice. They're there to protect
the power and the property of..,.<
people like Mayor DALEY. *



HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

The citizenry. To protect the
citizenry of the City of Chicago.

No, I wouldn't exactly say that.
Ah, ahmn, in Washington this weekend
ah, people were picked up on the
basis of how they looked, ah the
color of their skin, their age,
not because they were committing
any particular kind of act, just
because they happened to be on
the streets. I don't know if
you would agree with that, but
the federal courts themselves did
and accused the attorney general
of committing what amounts to
13,000 illegal arrests.

ABBIE lets take a break here,
we'll be back in just a moment
on "Chicago ."

ABBIE, I sometimes feel that
you would rather be a comedienne
on a program like this and be
funny because you have an acute
sense of humor, than be serious.
However, I wish you would though be
serious for just a moment because
there are a couple of questions
that I think maybe I can hope
to find out about you and perhaps
ycuH find out about me, if you don't
already know, of about your serious-
ness in this movement. First off
you advocate the destruction of

fthe destroying of our system of
government. Is this what you
profess to believe?

Yes

.
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HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

population and It controls 55
percent of the world's resources
and ah, that's criminal right
there, that alone. We, We were
Just, reading this afternoon
about China, which even the most
ah, you don't have to be....

What -do you moan by resources,
55 percent of the resources?
You mean the natural resources?

All it means are copper mines
in Chile. Yeah, natural resources.

No more in Chile, (laughingly)

Well, that's right. (laughing)

Give them back.

Well that's not true, that's not
true but go ahead and take it from

Well, it, they have lost long range
lease agreements but uhmm, ah you
know we were reading about China
and, and you don't have to be like
a left wing, or communist ah,reporter
to write articles which are coming
out now about how nobody there has
to worry about being hungry. Nobody
has to worry about ah, not having a
job. And then you know, you think
of Harlem, you think of Bedford
SteywMnt (phonetic). We're from
New York so ah, I mean ah, they
just burned down ah....

Of course I don't know what you
call ah, hunger is but I would
think that when the Chinese pop-
ulation gets an average of couple
of bowls of rice a week, that

- 10 -



HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

chat is hunger as we have never
known it in this country by great
numbers of people.

Well there, Indians are....

You see you, you people I think
make these charges against the
United States without having
documentation of what you say.
Ah, if you were going to destroy
this system then what system would
you employ? If we have 65 percent
of the natural wealth of the world
in this country, maybe itte our
system to develop that.

Maybe ah, the reason there are
still hungry people in this country
is because most ah rich people
arc hoarding it to themselves.
People who are, rule this country.

We have the highest standard of
living of any nation in the
world. For a mean average, for
a mean average, for a mean average.
By far, the mean average of the
United States of America is the
highest standard of living in the
world.

But that's, that's from raping
the rest of the world anyway.
I mean in Cuba they have free
telephones and free rent, and
nobody goes hungry in China.
People are going hungry here.

Nobody goes hungry in China at all?
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ANITA HOFFMAN

:

ANITA AND ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

No and they have a place to live.
I ah,' they don't have rat problems
tn Chin... Yeah.

Simultaneous.

Hey HOWARD, how cone all these
Intellectual questions. Where's
the name calling already? I mean...

Well I know that, I know that
frequently it, it must be very
refreshing for you to speak
seriously to someone, seriously
rather than make mockery of what
you stand for. I think that if
you really want to present a cause,
I think you really, if you want
to present a cause. .. (ABBIE and
ANITA laughing) . . .ABBIE, I would
think that if you wanted to present
a cause, you ought to do it with
some degree of a seriousness to
the approach of the thing, if you
don't want people to continue
to think of you as the clown prince,
if you really have....

If, if you really have a thrust,
I would think that you could
propose that thrust in a manner
without being the comedienne.

The last time I thrusted I got
a broken nose, (laughing)

That's right, your just getting
over that assault on a police
officer in Washington, D.C. Are
you under arrest for that ABBIE?
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ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

Yes, I think a couple of charges,
Catch 22, the usual crap, we'll
walk out.

What do you propose than ABBIE?
Ah, I still haven't found a
way to get an answer from this
question. What do you propose
Is a form of government then?

If your going to destroy the
system that we have in America,
you would like to have this a

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER

:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

(laughing) Ah, ah, I, I, I swear
to God I'm a member of the Communist
Party.

And I'm a homosexual.

I'm a drug addict.

Are you actively working ah

And I'm carrying the mayor's baby.

To* are? (laughing) $
"
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HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN .

Well, I wouldn't use the word work
you know, that is kind of a dirty
word for us sorts.

You don't believe that work is....

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

If you believe in any law at all.
Do you believe any law or regulation
should exist any place in society?

Yeah.

You mentioned the power structure
a short while ago. Don't you have
a power structure in the Yippie
Movement? Aren't you and JERRY
RUBIN, ah some of your cohorts
leaders in that movement and
isn't this ah, a means of showing
power over the rank and file of
the Yippies.

Our national headquarters is
in Butte, Montana, and we've
never visited it, but I don't
think its that, there always is
the tendency of people who work
within the system or support it



ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

to attribute to a movement
the sane hierarchical structure
that IBM has or a university
has or a bank has and that's
why....

Ah, well lets, lets take ah
the demonstrations in Washington.
I'm accused of having given a
speech in Oklahoma, where I

said a couple of words about
why don't you go to Washington,
you know and have a good time
and a, ah I'm in no way connected
with the May Day Collective. When
we've gone on television, ANITA
said go to Washington. I haven't
said nothing but it would be im-
possible for the government to
indict a pregnant woman, you know,
they'd, they'd....

Well, to indict a woman even at
this point, I mean they don't even
ah, they only know the same leaders
from Chicago Convention 68.

Well, you can't blame the government
for your pregnancy though. And if
you break the law

Well, well look at who they indicted
for the May Day demonstrations. Look
at who they've indicted for the May
Day demonstrations, JOHN FROINES.
RENNIE DAVIS, and ABBIE so far,
probably DAVE DELLINGER, probably
JERRY RUBIN.

They'll indict DAVE, DAVE DELLINGER.
Ite was in the hospital two weeks blind
before thr demonstrations took place.
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HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABB IE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

But haven't you t«i large Measure
been responsible for the people
going to Washington.

Of course not. Ah, first of all
there's like ah, whole groups of
people who working on It In
Washington. Women playing a very,
very major role in organizing
those demonstrations as women
played in the streets on Monday
and no women have been indicted,
let alone any even new people,
the government can't even think
up new names. I mean its, ridiculous.

Dear, I was not active. the way
I was active in Chicago, you know
in terms of going to meetings,
of asking people to come or travel
around the country; no, it's not
active but, but the government
tends to watch old movies, reruns.

We're going to be back now with
the HOFFMANs in just a moment on
"Chicago."

All right lets go to the calls
now and our public wants to join
the panel. Number one, you're on
"Chicago" with the HOFFMANs.

Oh hello, this is a question
for my wife's favorite revolutionary.
Do you think we're dangerously
moving toward the right collectively
and are you developing methods, ABBIE,
to divert unemployed scientists and
engineers to create our free society?

Urn, that's a good que



ANITA HOFFMAN

:

ABB IE HOFFMAN r

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

Yeah, uhm, we do have engineers
and scientists ab, who are creating:,
you just have to read whole earth
catalog, really to ah, see that
all their people are inventing
houses nade out of foam, all kinds
of ways and AB, ABBIE's book still,
this book is really a manual on
how to survive, how to live in
the future which means not working,
living for free, because....

For example, some telephone engineers
devise a device that you attach
to the phone and make it receive
all calls for nothing, that's in
the book.

what's a little

Okay sir, thank you very much
for your question; number five
youiion "Chicago."

If your having a revolution, HOWARD
what's a law or two, I mean. .. (laughing:

ABBIE, I woulo like to know in, ah
the way you view society in the
future ah, you say that people
relate to their works; in other
words an artist wouldn't call it
work but relate to what he is
doing, same thing for an engineer
or a doctor. Now what would happen
ah, for people who would have to
do more menial type things in society.
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UNKNOWN KALE CALLER (CONT'D):

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

How would they relate to what
you are doing? I think a, I

know you once said something
•bout somebody worrying about
whose going to pick up the garbage,
I think on sooe other show and
you said that, you know, guys like
you who worry about it. Would
you have some real solution to
that problem?

I think it uhm, it can be shared,
like that's what they do in China.
Urn, professors, diplomats have to
spend time working in rice fields.
All those kind of menial tasks
I think if they're shared by every-
one then nobody has to devote his
life doing them. It becomes an
equal burden.

But isn't this a misuse of great
brains and intelligence if you
remove an engineer or a scientist
from his laboratory.

But maybe everybody has great
brains and intelligence. I think
we believe that most people are
really creative and have that
potential in them.

Well you certainly don't think
that all people are suited to
do the same job, though. You
can't take a laborer who has
never studied chemistry and....

Nobody's suited though for
menial labor. I don't think
any human being probably is.
Everyone is capable I think of
better things, so we all just
have to share that kind of work.



c

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

But in our system don't we allow
them that opportunity to strive
for those better things and achieve
those better things.

In this, In this system because
we, we ah, this system uses com-
petition because it believes
people are basically evil so
they have to, you know, Inculcate
then with competitive goals, you
know; in fact, in his question
implied, you know, a false dichotomy.
He said whose going to do the dirty
work. You see, it's only in this
system th*>t «h, bsvc -a concept
of, you know, noble work and dirty
work. If you don't have that
concept, then there really is no
division.

But if you don't have that concept,
your not being realistic though, are
you ABBIE?

And people seen picking up, people
seen picking up the got ; yes
they '11. think you are, yeah, ah
I mean I , I....

Because even within a family
like we share a what would, you
know we, ah women through the ages
have always had to do that kind of

I do the laundry, we share the custom,
we both write books and nobody....

And that gives us time to do....



Q

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

But. neither of you have come up
a Balk vaccine yet.

Well, well ah, veil ah....

We like our books.

It's already, it's already been
done anyway. We're, we're aiming
for bigger things.

But you see Just as you say, you
but you like your books. You didn't
want to discover the Salk vaccine.
Nobody's denying that maybe you
could have, but the point Is we
can't all do the same things.

But I, but I don't think

ABBIE HOFFMAN: First of all, I don't think the
people that discovered the Salk
vaccine relate exactly to what
they do In this work. They .find
some joy in it. In other words,
they don't a, they aren't relating
with something that they gotta do
you know, they probably don't sleep
late; they probably get up early.
We sleep like four hours a day,
eat about one meal you know and
people think we're the biggest
lazy bums in the country, which Is
okay with us because were only doing
what we do because of the Joy of
doing it not because of any
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HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD KILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

But your also making a lot of
money at doing what your doing,
are you not?

We give it away, I mean ah,
25 Grand that ah, ABBIE got for the
movie rights to "Revolution For
The Hell of It" we used to bail
out DARUBA (Phonetic), a Black
Panther, whose now a disappeared
and we lost it.

But you still make a lot of money
and you live very very well...

through our system.

No, not well at all. We live in
a three room railroad flat in the
lower east side. These are the
only shoes that I've got, I mean...

Well this, but this is part of
the image that your living too,
but I assume thBt when you drive
or fly back to New York tomorrow
it will be in a classy airplane.

It will be on tickets that we
got from this show, I mean we
Just had a great meal at the hotel
and everything.

You paid nan. (laughing)

Yeah, but this is the way you
travel all over and this is why
you do.
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ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER;

But we live by that book. I
mean we live on forged credit
cards and

We'll go back to the phones.
I know you don't live on forged
credit cards because I'm sure
you don't have to with the
royalties that you get from the
book.

Yeah, but that would be cheatin
«an, that would be living in sin.

And once she started living on
forged credit cards I'm sure
that would be one more rap against
you in the courts.

Because the money that a, the
money that we bring in a, can
go for better things you know,
things that further,...

Number three your on "Chicago."

A Mr. HOFFMAN,

Yes number three.

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

Ah, sure....

Our heroic sister,
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ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

Yeah, she....We also, we went
to- the same school me and ANGIE.
She's a being nominated for
president of the alumnae association.
It's probably the only election
I'll ever vote in but a....

I think a, well I think her trial
is tremendously important. It's like
a pretty interesting they can't
even find a judge to do it but a,
a, I think it's a, we plan to go
out there you know a, the law, the
good law willing and a you know a,
a help in any way we kind in her
trial once it starts and 8USSEL (Ph)
MC GEE, there happen to be two
people on trial but you know how
the personalities....

And you'll be out there to testify
in her behalf if it's required.

No,we* 11 be out to help a raise
money, to help a cross statelines
to raise. . .

.

Thank you very much for your question
sir, we'll be back now in Just a
moment with the HOFFMANs on "Chicago."

ABBIE and ANITA one thing that you
could do which would be a positive
force for good is speak out against
drugs, do you or do you speak out
for drugs.

We speak out against heroin and a,

speed. I mean a we think they're
bad drugs. They're death Inducing
drugs. In fact a, we suspect the
government of really helping, help
spread them in youth culture, a....



HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

But you do tell your followers,
your people a, that they....

We don't have any fol lovers. ..

.

Well, I think if the Yippie
Movement is as large as it Is
suppose to be, you certainly
must have followers, people
who will hang on your advice
and your words. If 500,000
will go someplace or read your
books, they certainly a, you've
got followers.

We've got some neat tricks but
we have yet to pot the waters
of Lake Michigan.

What about marijuana?

Oh, super, yeah we're on it right
now, loving every minute of it,
thanks for sending it to the hotel,
(laughing)

We'll go to the phones. Number
two your on "Chicago."

Yes, I would like to direct to
address this question to ABBIE.
Can you hear, man?

You're on, yes, yes..

Okay, listen. You know who
SHERMAN SKOLIUCK is?
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ABBIE HOFFMAN:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE BOFFMAN:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

I, I a, a I saw him walking down
the street the other day, yeah.

Okay, well just for the benefit
of the audience, he's a lav
investigator here, and he's done
a lot of....

All right, yeah, oh the guy

Yeah, he's done a lot of really
good things to a find corruption
in the Justice Department.

Oh, he thinks we're CIA agents.

What?

He thinks we're CIA agents, that
the guy?

Yeah, right.

Oh gees, I know which one you mean,
yeah right. I got bin.

Look I'd like to know bow much
credence there is to that and
I'd like to know if you know
anything about it cause like
It's been, it's shaking up a lot
of us here van.

Oh, your kidding tie. You got
to be kidding.

No, I'm not because he's a, he's
no pig believe aie.

Well, I, I mean I can't underst

I mean why would we organize tne
'

May Day demonstrations, I sear.,
(laughing) (ABBIE and ANITA
slmul taneously)



HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER

:

Well I think the believability
of it is that they feel, they
feel ABBIE In the need that the
movement has been infiltrated,
because we do have some very
clever undercover agents in
Washington, so obviously if they
wanted to Infiltrate any movement,
they could. And whether it's you
or RENNIE DAVIS, I heard it
proposed that RENNIE was a member
of the CIA; but regardless, the
chances are there aren't many
of you close to you who are members*
of the TI Party....

No seriously now for a moment.
All right, seriously would you
suppose that there are people
very close to the government,
to the so-called establishment,
a who are part of your movement
though, that are cl*se to you
people? ]£?

Well when you get into the a,
liberal areas in other words,
a you know a lot of the supporters,
like reporters you know or editors
for fancy liberal magazines and a
newspapers, a there is a lot of
a, let say cohabitation with the
people in Washington but a, a
I, we haven't been invited to
RICHARD M's house much for dinner,
(laughing)

Okay sir, thanks for your good
question though because I've heard
that rumor too many times, not
about you ABBIE or you ANITA but
I have heard about other members
of this so-called Yippie Movement.
We'll go back to phones and number
six your on "Chicago."
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UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

Uhm, yes, I have a two-part question
urn,, does ABBIE believe in JERRY
RUBIN's urn belief in his new book
that a radicals mist be prepared
to kill their parents and if so,
has he killed his parents yet.
And also, referring to his recent
claim on ABC TV in Boston that he
earned $200,000 last year, doesn't
he think a, he would be more in
tune with his philosophy if he
gave his lectures for free snd
for example, your HOWARD MILLER
Show for free Instead of charging
for them in a p«Mt»Uct .oriented
manner and also has he paid his
taxes on this income?

Okay sir, a three-part question.
Do you believe in the RUBIN
philosophy to kill your parents?

JERRY has killed his parents;
I have to give him credit for that,
but a, I think it wasn't his new
book. In his new book, a wherever
he explains that articular philo-
sophy, but I think f: Jen we're talking
about cultural rey^ution, your
talking about killing the institutions
and the value systems of your parents,
in fact....

Aren't you rationalizing; did he
mean that and if he did, why didn't
he say that?

A, well, I wrote it in"Woodstock
Nation" so I can explain what I
mean. You want to ask JERRY what
he means ....
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HOWARD KILLER:

A8BIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

Well, why should you have to
explain what you meant? Why
wouldn't It serve as a statement
of fact or principle?

Okay, we'll leave it hang in
mid-air then.

Okay now, the gentleman also
said that you made $200,000
last year. . .

.

I thought that was JERRY. I....

That was JERRY, yeah.

Oh, was it JERRY you said sir?

I, I made four hundred thousand.
JERRY's Just a new comer.

Do you file an income tax on that?
On your earnings?

Yeah, in fact the government is.

intelligence appa" tus than the
FBI, which of thtt-VW agencies
watching me, thefe'BI is the worst.
They Just have EFr.EM ZIMBALEST and a
good PR department, but IRS has
done quite a bit of reesarch and
is assessing me taxes for civil
rights groups that I was in, you
know, in 66, 87, in fact they're
assessing me $12,000 for money
raised and given to the Chicago
Conspiracy a defense here in
Chicago, una....

And for years in which we were ~ "**

literally starving, I mean you
know ....

much better
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HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

But you do file, to answer this
question, you do file an income
tax and you pay the IRS.,..

A, I try not to, 1

now being hashed <

you know.

ean that's
it in the courts,

Well your, you've not been indicted
on evasion of taxes have you?

No, but a, when we were in Cook
County Jail, the people who
belonged to the the nane I can't,
say, a, a" the Italian group.
You know which one, you know which
one I mean?

You know the IRS doesn't audit
on honest people, there's no
reason ....

They a, they a think that that's
how they 're going to get us, a
you know through the use of the
IRS, but a I would say in terms
of not charging ao£sy for speeches
a for books, a, ar^
in Chicago and tti
something like $«
I say, the profit!
go a to the radios
which broadcasts antiwar news
to servicemen and servicewomen
and a, a profits from other books
went to committee to defend the
panthers, went to other trials,
went for bail money and a, I

Just think you know a, that a
school administrations, rich
school administrations a, tele-
vision shows, you know, publ i. J»*> <sA -

,

can afford to pay for a myself,
ANITA and brothers and sisters
who get ripped off and put in Jail.

;*;e trial here
rippeal costs
,000 and a as
5 from this book
station WPAX,
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HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

Okay, thank you for your call sir.
Number seven, you're en "Chicago".

Yes.

I would like to know, ask ABBIE
where did he get, where did he
actually do his research for his
book? Was It just on the basis
of street knowledge or....

A lot of people did research for
it. About at least six different
people have a and specialist like
a the people who do, did the
a telephone stuff for engineers
and uhra, all of us have been....

Television people yes.

These are people who have con-
tributed their knowledge to
you so yours is a compilation
of all their knowledge.

Yeah.

Yeah, they get a cut, they get
a cut to the book too, but a, a
for example there's a section on
bow to live free in Chicago, a, a
that a lot of people from Chicago

"Seed" ,which in terms of survival
information, has the best of any
underground newspaper in the
country, so they did help out a....

You keep elaborating that ex-
pression survival, survival from
what?



ABB IE HOFFMAN: Well, ah, your going to live a,
outside the system, you have....

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

Oiltsldc the law?

Yeah, you have to devise certain
methods of putting food in your
mouth, living on land, etc., etc.,
so that involves a certain system;
although, some of the methods
are legal, some are illegal, you
know I don't make the distinction.
Neither me nor the Chicago Police
Department get hung up in those
technicalities that I'm saying
HOWARD

.

ABBIE and ANITA will you tell
me about WPAX, now this is a
radio syndicated format that
you send to troop overseas, a
WPAX call letters that you
just made up. Now what stations
broadcast ah, those syndicated
programs that your making?

Well, uhra, first of all its
mainly news and music that the
Armed Forces network won't
broadcast for its own peculiar
reasons and a, we have a studio
in New York we send a ta ;

We offered the tapes to the
Armed Forces network, South
Vietnam, loads of governments, ah,
North Vietnamese will play it
on radio Hanoi.

So, In other words your doing
almost the same as Tokyo Rose
did to our troops during World
war II, basically I think.



ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER*.

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

We're not advocating desertion
or uhm assassinate your officers
or anything like that, It's really
Just a, supplemental news which
they don't get, ubm...

Like what?

Uhm, well, like news about uhm
May Day, about veterans against
the war, the hearings....

Have any of these tapes ever been
a looked at by the Justice Department
to see whether or- -not jou k. . .

.

They probably will be. (laughing)

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

Has this not started? Have these
tapes started already, the flow
to the North Vietnamese?

Well, they have, we sent about
40, 50 hours already, a and a, a
as far as we know it hasn't gone
on the air yet but we expect it
any day for them to start on the
air.

Are you using the U.S. Mails
to get it over there and how
does, how do you process it
then into North Vietnamese language?

We use our own air force.
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ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

We can't say, unfortunately HOWARD
the Central Coma it tee will not
allow me to divulge that information.

But you- are making tapes weekly
to send over there and their being
broadcast on North Vietnamese radio.

.We're not the only ones. There's
a group here in Chicago, radio free
people, which makes some excellent
tapes. There's groups all around
the country that sake, JOHN LENNON
and YOKIWONOW (Ph) made an original*
half hour tape that's being played.
Una, but there is a news communication
gap. for example, soldiers in the
Mecong Delta (Ph) wrote us and told
us that it wasn't for three weeks
ah, that they even knew that there
was an invasion of Laos taking place,
and there they were their own troops
in the Mecong Delta (Ph) and ah, we
are offering it to radio station
in Frankfurt, Germany, and Tokyo,
and we hope to within six months
to reach 75, 80 percent of a,
servicemen and servicewomen that are
overseas.

What sort of message do you try
to get to our troops overseas,
ABBIE? What do you feel is necessary
for them to know?

I think they just have to know
really the truth of what's happening
there, like

As you see the truth?
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ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

No, well like I'm pregnant, so
this is like an Item that's
specif icnlly, really upsets me
that a there are areas of South
Vietnam which were....

No. There's areas of South
Vietnam where a the heaviest
bombings occurred where 60
percent of the birds, 60 percent
of the babies that Vietnamese
women are giving birth to are
deformed, which is from the
herbicides in the water and
fallout from a, from our bombs.
Now that's something....

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

ABB1E HOFFMAN:

I, I just know that if they, between
their second and seventh week if
they drink a liter of water a day,
chances are nine out of ten that
their babies will be deformed. And
you don't, you don't hear about that
much here but like I, I should think
that that would be....

well I don't think that in the
history of man, it's ever been
heard that a dynamite bomb has
a fallout ANITA.

(siraultai

whi

t with ANITA)

your having this intense bombing,
like (simultaneous with ANITA) .

.

nobody, no country has ever had ' " •

this intense, the intensive bombing
that's going on Vietnam.



ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABB IE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

It. does do things to the atmosphere
and to the land itself that are
irrepairable sad do a....

Let's go to the phones now and
number one your on "Chicago"
with the HOFFMANs.

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

Wait just one moment, please.

We mighty we mitfht for example -

read "Newsweek 's'
r account of

the May Day arrest in Toto, a
you know and we pay a lot of
rock music and soul music a
that 's not played. . .

.

Do you think that you cover the
news that their getting? Do
you feci that you color it so
in yuur eyes its truth but may
not he truth in the eyes of
society as we know society?

Well, let's say we present the
news that the voice of the
pentagon doesn't present but a
I, I, would you, would you accuse
the a people working in the USIA?
You do not I 'm sure.

I'm not even accusing you of
anything, ABBIE. I'm just saying
a, a, is it news that only you
.judge, is it only news that you
.ludne as vital news for them?



ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

UNKNOWN FEMALE CALLER

:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKNOWN FEMALE CALLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

The Central Committee.

Sure.

All right number one, now you're, om.

I don't believe there is an animal..

ABBIE?

Yes, go ahead please.

ABBIE, I would like to know, do
you or any of your friends have
any plans for demonstrations at
the 1972 Democratic or Republican
National Conventions? Also who
do you foresee as the Democratic
nominee for the Presidency and
would it be of any consequence
who was nominated?

Well, I just have to say about
the convention that I'm sure
that like the government will
have to indict them, the Democratic
and Republican Parties because
they know that as soon as the
places and dates are announced
at tne conventions, people will
just be flocking there. They'll
be, you know it will be huge.
It pets....

Now is this an assumption on your
part, or do you know that this
is an organized plan, that both
conventions will be a....

It will probably be both, I mean
but I think that a, the, I don't
even think that there's going to
be that much organization because
I think people have it in their
heads that they'll just be there.
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HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE and ANITA HOFFMAN

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

Both Republican and Democrat.

Simtil taneous.

For example a, a, we organized
the he- In, the first be-in, a
well the first in the East in
Central Park in a 1966 was it

ANITA HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

67.

So wp got married there, so and a
and a the next year it was somewhat
organized you know, and the next year
less and this year less but more
and more people came, it's just now
sort or an event, a, a an annual
event of a our new nation you know
in contrast to the East-nobody
organizes the Easter parade on
Fifth Ave., you know a....

They just come.

They just come, I think

I think the other part of this young
lady's question was who you feel
is noing to be the a candidates for
Presidency of the United States.
Would you care to say?

I, I would a think a, MUSKIE
from Maine will be it. I mean
he's beinp groomed and it is a,
you know it is a grooming process
and it has to do, the old god
is very omnipotent in the Democratic
Party and you can, you know you can
tell a in terms of the political
debts, in terms of the fund raising
dinnrrs, the decisions are marf^
lonn bofore I can, oh, a....



c

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN

:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

Mr. MUSKIE would be more acceptable
to -you than Mr. HUMPHREY or Mr.
NIXON on the Republican side or
do you feel that they all represent
the establishment .pretty much?

No, no I mean we don't a, we don't
conceive that change can come
about that way you know. In some
other we, a the elections in
Her kel ey we ... .

You believe in the Marxist a
theory of it must be a violent
revolution rather than a peaceful
revolution?

No, in fact, in fact the Marxists
don't. I mean if your talking
about the Communist Party, they
believe only in peaceful change
working within this system. Yoifie
;i bit out of touch HOWARD.

But

Their model is Chile. No, no,
their model is Chile, a their
model is the Ital— , Italian

You'll have to admit that they
don't want peaceful revolution.
They, they, they need the over-
throw by violence.

But most of the people, who today
are comprised with the Communist
Party, do advocate peaceful change
in within this system.
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ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER

:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

1 ?WARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN

:

ANITA HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

Chile, Chile the pick of the
peacer.ui, a that's a communist
conn-try, now wouldn't you say.

Which one. Chile?

Chile, yeah and DAVID, MARKS,
well, it wasn't an armed struggle.
In fact, and the communists, if
your talking about the Russian
Communists; that's the, that's
the model that they put forth
to the third world of that kind
of a change.

Oh, what your saying Is that
your form of communism will
achieve it without the violent
revolution, rather than through
the Russian system.

I'm, I 'm a we're involved in a
cultural revolution so we don't,
we don't, it's not tied to a
political ideology. It's tied to
vie* inn America as a decadent
empire and viewing what we're
involved in as, as the birth
of a new nation, new symbols,
new flag, a, you know, new form
of a human relationship with
earn other, you know non-exploitive

We alss> consider ourselves anarchists.
I know, you know, how, you know as
much as a . . .

.

Well I would certainly think
that an anarchistic is violent.
We'll be back in just a moment
on 'Chicago."

C
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HOWARD MILLER : All richt. we'll po back to the
phonos now. My guest tonight,
ABBIE and ANITA HOFFMAN, they are
here in the Interest of a, two
books that they wrote and we
haven't had a chance very much
to talk ahouf'Trashing It" which
is a book written by ANITA and
this book called "Steal This Book,"
^uitean invitation, a ABBIE's new
book. His third in a series a,
one is equal to the other and
we'll go to the phones and number
three your on "Chicago." Number
three your on "Chicago."

UNKNOWN FEMALE CAIJER: . Hello AKRIE. hf-lto AM fTA

A

ABBIE I'm reading your book now
"Steal This Book," and I think
it's a real far out book, and
at the end of it you have a
picture of JAMS JOPLIN, and
I was wondering if you had did
JANIS JOPLIN and why you had
her picture at the en<i of your

ABBIE HOFFMAN: A, I just wrote a an epilog to
"tfoodstook Nation" which is a
total put down of the, of rock
music anii the rock a empire and
a, you know JANIS is sort of a
heroine but ii i.s a, we knew her
quite well, in fact she is the
only person that I've ever seen
shoot anything heroin and I

described her kind of pietty
vividly and disgustingly a, it a,
just thinking about it now makes
me shiver. Urn, a if you saw JANIS
sing, a like I saw her here in the
Arason Ballroom which is a good,., .

setting to see her, you would see,
say that she was going to die soon.

1 IT



ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

because of a just some sort of,
she was burning off futile
energy. I mean it was just
un— , you know it was non-involved
energy, you know a. It's sad
about a her and a JIMMY HENDRIX
dying.

As far as we've seen her, we
liked her the best .of all the
singers

.

Because of her private Itfe
you were turned off prior to
her death.'

A, I'm, no we dug her because
she was very stout. We liked a
digged style whether it's her
or even AG.VEW you know, people
like that

But you, but you weren't in
agreement with her, a in her
personal life when she used
a the hard drugs.

, she was immoral

.

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

UNKOWN HALF CALLER:

Yes, thank you.

Her immorality killed her.

Co ahead please.

A Herb--, A Harris survey a while
back said around 73 percent oi' th*?
American people want all troops
removed from Indochina by the end
of this year. Yet, only around



c

UNKNOWN MALE CALLER: a hundred or so Representatives
in the House have agreed to stop
funds for the war after December
31. So I would like to know what
the HOFFMAVs think should be done
to correct this. Do they think
referendum should be held like
they have in European countries,
or do they think, how do they
think the power should be brought
back to thn people?

HOWARD MILLER; Okay, thank you Cor your questions.
Want to take it ABBIE or ANITA?
How should power be brought back
to the people in your philosophy?

ANITA HOFFMAN: Well, I'm thinking of the Vietnamese;
we met a with the a North Vietnamese
in the National Liberation Front
in Paris and they described t© u«
their systen of power to the people
and 1, we're such a highly techno-
logical society, that I don't
know if it's c<i»parable but probably
a good way to start is with a, their
organized around always snail groups
of people and everything is voted on
and a by small units so then build
up in a peron sort of a personal
structure. Ahm,...

HOWARD MILLER: But if power should go to the people,
why is it that you don't speak out
to the North Vietnamese and tell
them to lay down their arms, that
their people too, that tbey should
have the power over the power structure
in the North Vietnamese Government.
Why should tbey be drafted and sent
off to war? Why should power to the
people only revert to the perso- wfcc

goes to war in an American uniform?

- 12 -
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HOWARD MILLER:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD MILLER:

ABB IE HOFFMAN:

They only, they only have a
volunteer array but I don't
want to get Into that kind of
semantic difference, but there
is a fundamental difference in
fighting for your own land or
beinc sent nine thousand miles

But aren't the South Vietnamese
fighting for their own land?

A, it's a false partition., in this,
it's false, but it's a partition
created by us. It's not a ah,
it's not a petition....

We weren't even there when it was
partitioned ,ABBIE. Now you know
that's not true. We weren't any
where near Indochina, when
the parallel was set out.

We were quite prominent through
Mr. DALLAS at the Geneva Convention
but you know, it's kind of old hat.
I mean it's a, you know, it, it,
often the a, the a, you know ahia,
you know it's a, I think most
people have seen through the put on
of KARL (Ph) and a what the North
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong are
doing in Vietnam, seen that as
aggression. I think they've seen
through that kind of language. I
don't even think the Secretary of
Defense uses that language any more.
I mean I've heard him refer the war
In different terms but a, it's Just
people like you that use that word.



HOWARD MILLER: So a, the, the entire war
structure is a result of only
the' South Vietnamese of, and
the American forces and has
nothing to do with the Viet Cong
or the North Vietnamese at all,
their government. v°u feel that
they're blameless in this matter,
when they're the ones who invaded
South Vietnamese.

^
AOB IE HOFFMAN: There's, there's a no guerrilla

force. There's no liberation force
that can exist without the support
of the people. They don't have
an air force, they don't have a
seventh fleet waiting off the
China coast, you know, they don't
have helicopters bringing them
supplies. The supplies have to
be handed from people, the people,
the people.

—

HOWARD MILLER: Only because a great nation like
ours, capitalistic in its complexity,
is able to build helicopters and
the poor nations that have not had
our system of government, not had
our system of competition are without,
of course, the abilities to do things
that are progressive.

ANITA HOFFMAV: Well, our nation's so great that
I think that our soldiers over there
don't know why their there and would
like to be home. A, there not really
fervent about what they're fighting
for the way the Vietnamese are because
they know that it means a real change
in their lives.

V
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ABB IE HOFFMAN:

ABBIE HOFFMAN:

HOWARD KILLEE:

HOWARD MILLER;

WelJ t
' It seems to me that there

are fewer desertions in this
United States Army over in Viet,
North, South Vietnamese than
there are in the Second World War,
and these statistics proven by
document

.

We were in Europe and countries
there now, probably 50,000 in
Sweden, probably another 50,000
in Canada, there were at least
10,000 in France, all through
Europe ....

(Simultaneous)

I'll say this. Right here in
Chicago and this is really unusual,
we talked to a draft resistance
worker here. Now out of a hundred
percent that have sent their greetings
letter, hundred percent young men,
well, a, 30 percent know that they're
getting out, you know, they're missing
some teeth or you know, they're batty
or, you know they got something.
They know they're getting out. Okay.
A, of the rest, 50 percent of that
chunk don't even bother showing up.
In other words, only 18 percent of
the people show up and are willing
to go into the army to fight this
war. Half don't even show up, I

moan that's, that's never happened
a, a, I don't know maybe the Civil
war wasn't too popular.

We're going to be hack in just a
moment on "Chicago."

We're a little bit late, thanV; «*

ABRIE, thanks ANITA for being here
and we'll see you tomorrow night on
"Chicafro." Goodnight.
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(music)

ANJTA:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN

:

COLLINS:

Tonight on the Underground
News, Ann Phetamin (ph) end
Abbie Hoffman.

(commercial)

(music)

Ah, tonight we're going to be
doing the (inaudible)
first part oi two parts with
ah, Ann ttu tarrir (Hi and Abbie
Hoffman. And Ann Phetamin (ph)
is sort of sitting for the
notorious Yippie troublemaker,
huh?

Yeah, (laughter)

(inaudible) let me leave these
books over here 'cause, ahm,
*c-*ll be talking mostly about
the books tomorrow, 'Cause
they're really (inaudible) the
both of 'en. Ahm, Steal This Book
which is (inaudible) It's your
third book isn't it Abbie.

The third or fourth, yeah.

I see. Which came first?

That one there.

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

Yeah. Yeah.

Ahm, I read Trashing last sight.
All in one sitting. It's really
rugged. You should (inaudible word



(

HOFFMAN :

ANITA:

HOFFMAN:

ANITA

:

COLLINS

:

Aljra; I'd like to ask you some
Of the questions which I think
you haven't been asked too much.

What are we going to (inaudible)
at the trial.
(laughter)
No. Un-un that was (inaudible),

(inr.udible) .

China

.

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

ANITA:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS

:

HOFFMAN:

Ran away from home.

And, ah, I, ah, I would Just wait
around all year for Halloween,
(inaudible) Yeah. I used to
look forward to that. In fact
we had, ah, In our neighborhood
we had expanded it for the first
two days. We celebrated the night
before Halloween and Halloween.
And then the night after Halloween
too, then the whole month of October
you cut October. Finally I became
a revolutionary and we could do
it everyday of the year.

Well, ah, ah, we used to devise
intricate schemes, a lot of them
are (inaudible) and monkey warfare
which comes right from, ah, ah,
Halloween, ah, bnck in Massachusetts.

• 2 -



ANITA:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS

HOFFMAN

COLLINS

But, I think, ah, ah, wh , wh«
I was in, ah, high school, ah,
ah, I had a, ah, fight, ah, ata,
with a future (inaudible word)
he insulted a, a black girl in t
class which y you've said it.

Yeah.

It's in Anita's book. And,
> had a little fight and I

thrown out of high school and I

started to, ah, hang around pool
balls and learned how to shoot p

«,.o-«.» m ~~ .,.„> ^ tty pare
decided that I was, ah, you know
the rec pool hall was not exactl
the right place for a nice Jewis
boy, you know.

(inaudible sentence)

> any pens (ph)

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN

:

We're ru; ning out here.

No I, ah, I got thrown out of, ai

ah, the Temple too for, ah, play:
hide and seek and I hid where th<
keep all the, ah, all the, the
principal cotten (ph) . You didn
think it was a nice day (inaudib]
for banging around here, so, ah,
then, ah, I started embarking on
my parents' fantasies which was
that I Should go to college and
become a, you know, ah, part of
intelligentsia and develop
a good career, so, ab, it wasn't
until later that I, ah, you know
six years Inter when I headed foi
Mississippi that I finally discos
what freedom is. which essentially
is stopping the, ah, enactment c



HOFFMAN:

COLLINS

:

your parents* fantasies. So, ah...

I heard something. I don't know *

whether this is true or not, but tY
you were a clinical psycholocist
or something ....

We both are, were. Ah, we both
have Masters Degrees in psychology
and, ah, were, ah, ah, i in
fact it is n good place to begin
to see, ah, you know, ah, sort of
institutional, ah, oppressment
of the individual human beings, and
then, ah, you know, y , and also
to discover that, ah, you know,
you can't just work within the
system in terms of using the
procedures that, ah, that, ah,
they, ah, insist that you do because
you're doomed to fall into a
bottomless pit of triple forms
you know, and, oh, staff meetings
that are endlessly reduce patients
to Objects, and, ah, you're
flooded with patients, an, and
you become very instutionalized

.

Ah, I worked in the mental hospital
for two years and then 1 decided to
join the patients. So, ah....

/.ren't you also a criminologist?
I heard somewhere that you....

No, I 'm sorry ....

(inaudible) I feel this book
if you'd read a number of crimiw ii

books because there are only two
or three good ones, and they're
the ones that are used for the
standard law in the country, and
they, they do develop the basic
system of coram uni cation that good



(

COJULINS:

HOFFMAN:

HOFFMAN :

cops all around the country use
and it 's good to read up.

What kind of, basically, what kind
oi family did you come from?
Were you premature middle-class
background?

Ah, yeah, upwardly molded (ph)

,

yeah, yeah, ah, yeah. When
1 came, ah, Chicago, ah, '68
my mother said, ah, what are
you going there for? I said
well, ah, to wreck the
Democratic Party, and she said
well dress wjirm, it's a windy city.

(laughter)

.

They got a letter during the
trial you know, I've just
written Julie (ph) , ah, that
maybe the other seven, you know,
all that stuff the papers
were saying, but not my son Abbie.
You know. I showed it to Rennie
his mother sect him the same letter.

Really?

Yeah.

Did you show it to (inaudible) in
court?

We had a little club, ah, mothers
of the Conspiracy (inaudible) .

(laugh)

Jerry's parents and mine got pretty
friendly.



(

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN:

Ah, Abbie are you pretty close
to your parents still today,
or have your political views
(inaudible)

(inaudible) they came to pay
tfrnr annual pilgrimage to the
lower east side to visit us
and, ah, they brought a lot of
the relatives who hadn't, you know

of disowned me, like I have
ah. two uncle and, ah,
me is the I

Legion Post in a small town and
like he yazi. you k»«". , 1*. »t«
me right Iron Peking, you know,
and, but they finally came.
And they were looking around
our houses. The shotguns didn't
upset thesi too much. The stach
ol dope you know, ah— .

....(Inaudible) the fact that, ah,
the fact that I've been involved,
red white and blue stars, you know,
and all these, ah, we have, ah, ah,

wgues gallery of photos of me, you kno
in like eighteen different poses.
They've all been, you know, handcuff
fact I was thinking of getting
a custom made pair (inaudible)
instead of hurtin*. And, ah, ab,
there was a photo of, ah, I'm sort
of half naked huggin' on the wall
and they all (attempts to make noise
like giggle) come see this (inaudibl

well they're hippies, you know they
(laughter) that's what they do.
So, ah, we took them to Rattner'r (pi.

on the lower east side, you know,
and, ah, so they like to come in



(

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN

:

with like, you know, ahm,
like these hords of relatives who
really look the role, you know, an
they're eating, ano tnen in waiks
this lieutenant from the 9th
Precinct who had, ah, busted
me on a frame-up charge having
sixteen guns, pouring different
you know, kinds of drugs, (inaudib:
silencers, etcetera, and, ah....
(laughter) He, he and my parents
they 're-dlsrii*sine,, ah. mv_fiit lirp
career (inaudible)

.

Oh.

ANITA :

COLLINS

:

HOFFMAN:

ANITA

:

COLLINS

:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

ANITA :

Yeah. Urn-hum.

(beings saying sonething - inaudibl

An
, Anita, Anita went through

the same exact kinds of experience.
In fact, ah..

She, she goes through pretty much
of it, ah, even Trashing (Inaudible
word) is seems ....

....don't you?

I come from New York so it's
a little different. A little more
sophisticated I guess. Not a
small town. But, ahm, it's
funny because I just recently
went back to the college <

Did you, did you go to Elkhart (ph)?

I went to Goucher (ph) College.



(

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN:

ANITA:

HOFFMAN:

A tiny, en, little women •«

school In Baltimore and I

I couldn't believe it. I
realized that that was probably
the biggest mistake I'd ever
nade in my life. You know,
it was going, staying there /or
four years.

We're going to talk about that
in a, in a moment, ah, meantime
break away for a little capitalism
and wejll be_right back._ . .

(commercials)

We were Just talking to, while
the comraorcial was on, about, ah,
you made a commercial first,
you know, Steal This Book
(inaudible)

.

My expression was

We did a, ah, ...

.

...(inaudible) buy It in New York.

We did a radio commercial. We w
,

ah, all our friends and, ah,
and, ah, no station would play.

HOFFMAN:

ANITA

:

It, It's nothing, ah....

Nothing, it'B Just, was the title of
the book, Steal This Book. I mean
the New York Times wouldn't take
ads for Steal This Book. The ad
is nothing but Just a picture
of the cover of the book.



COLLINS

:

Right. I, I «ee it in a couple
of publications.

HOFFMAN:

ANITA:

HOFFMAN:

HOFFMAN:

ANIK :

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

Underground ....

0 underground, yeah.

Ah, a*\ in the village where
(inaudible) as far as we (tape
fades out for an instant.)
on paper, now, ah, that, there

,

there might be sone that have
accepted it. Ah, there is going
to be a suit against the New York
Times, ah, for refusing to, ah,
advertise the book.

(inaudible) isn't it fact that this
book will end free speech?

(laughter)

We've published it ourselves 'cause
nobody would publish it.

Well you know, I'd, y—you mean
you might be able to see some of
the, some of the, ah, establishment
ah, companies not wanting to
6—, to right, to publish this
book.

Because of the nature of the book.

Veah.

ANITA

:

There's problems with that too
though, like, that isn't the
original cover. The original cover
which we designed was a picture of
ah, male and female naked bodies
(laughter) (Anita says inaudible
words) wearing a pig mask, one
wearing a pig mask one wearing a
Nixon mask, erobrasing.



1
COLLINS:

ANITA :

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

;

And, ah, the distributer World
Books wouldn't, you know, it 'e pub
by a small company. Ah (inaudible;

(inter jects) Some (inaudible word)
books ....

....it's only selling magazines, al
yeah. But, ah, the distributer
wouldnlt Mb*x ihnlft 1 1 .->•<+ t *>i*

cover, so they had to like, they
designed that, another cover, and
it's, just didn't seem to be any
choice but to give in if I wanted
it distributed. It's, ah, also 1

had trouble getting the book printed
in, it was printed in California
and there's an_pj-p:y scene
with Mart ha""Raye and

,
ah, Shirley

-""Temple.

You're right. Well that's a funny

So the p , you know, »v>»e printers
in California like, ah, they're
really important there. Shirley
Temple and Martha Raye.

Ah, y you get some really funny
people in that too. I ,

I love t*at set, it's great.
Martha^Mitchell, right. Well w ...

We're writing those things but
you get sort of homey when
you're writing them.

Was, that a true, a true story
that part about the, ah, part of
it's fact some of it's fiction it

- 10 -



(

COLLINS:

ANITA :

HOFFMAN:

ANITA

:

COLLINS

:

HOFFMAN

:

(stutters) that orgie, does
really take place?

An, uh,
(laughter) (stutters) (Inaudible
embarrassing . that would be
embarrassing to o , things like
that are sort of, you krow

Also

It's different when you write
about it, yeah, it's so personal
that

,
ahra,

I was, wos very entertained.

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS

:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN

:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

Right.

Then you, ah, ...

.

Covered both.

Then you've said everything.
And said nothing simultaneously,
(inaudible)

(interjects sentence - inaudible).

(Inaudible) .

That's the only parts that are
untrue sort of are the, ah,
the illegal parts "cause there's
a lot of stuff that you could get
in trouble for admitting....

Yeah.

. ..that in there (ph) .

But..there are some parts in that
book which, ah, which really happene.
Illegal stulf which I know it has.

- 11 -



COLLINS:

ANITA

:

For instance, ah

I Just, Wr-, you know, we
don't want to say it was true
'cause I don't want to get any-
one in trouble.

Of course, but, you know, th
there was somebody, ah, I don't
know who, but, ah, sent, ah,
joints through the mail to
different judges and people
of New York and around the
country.

Yeah, we, ah, we heard about

HOFFMAN:

ANITA :

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN

:

COLLINS

:

ANITA

:

HOKFMAN:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

....(inaudible) and everything.

They never caught whoever did that.

Yeah.

Makes Halloween a high holiday.

Right.

(inaudible word)

.

So does It

.

I don't want to give too much
away in the book 'cause it's
really, you know, I don't want
to tell too many (mumbles) the
scenes in it. It was really funny.
We were talking about, ahm, your
college careers.

Ah, yeah. Ahm....

Ahm, did you spend your college
career buried in the library?
As to avoid the people on campus?

- 12 -



Well, just, I don't know why I, a

1 don't know why! stayed there
for four years, but I didn't real
know any better and 1 really,
1 sort of had the same ideals
as my parents, 1 mean 1 (inaudibli
word) sort of, ah, took a long
time for me to see what that kind
of, the evils of that kind of
environment which is, the thing
is that, it was worst than any
university because it was a small
women's college and it was based
on a whole, ah, reilly nineteenth
century concept of woroenhood.
I mean the whole educational
Bysteiir-w^s - was^ yeaieii towara "

ah, training elementary school
teachers, and so, and ah, ruling
class families evidently send
their daughters there. And,
i it's strange experience for
me because I came from just a
regular, ah. you know, New York
City suburb, and suddenly when I

went to Goucher 1 saw, J, it
was an experience, I mean I could
see that sort of what the ruling
class was like in this country.
I've iwer sort of seen it first
hand, the fact that this, you know,
the great conformity and it's a
whole southern debutant kind of
thing.

In the, ah, book Trashing, ah, you
ah, talk about, ah, after you gradua
from school, I don't know whether
this is fact or fiction, that you
hadn't, y you Just felt lost
and you were reading the New Yor>-
Times constantly.

Yeah.



A KITA

:

HOFFMAN

:

(inaudible) it sort of, the
new York Times had radicalized
you in a way. You said in tfce bo<
the (inaudible word)....

Yeah. I, even now I think it has,
aba, their viewpoint is very bad
and they exclude a lot of news,
and they twist things by how they
present them. But I think in
terns of coverage, aim, they're
the only newspaper, especially
when you travel outside the city
and you read more other newspapers
you see that, ahm, it presents
a r , a real cross-section
of, of world news I think.
Like there are all those tiny
little paragraphs about Angola (ph)
and, ah

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN

:

No, but, you asked me, ah....

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN:

(interjects) about China.

...which was about Communist China
and what's going on there. You know,
ah, really exciting news, (stutters]
Internationally they are better, ah,
reporting than, ah, than our domestic
news. We had, ah, ah, they do
though control the news. I mean, ah,

- 14 -



COLLINS:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN

:

But I think, well being, becowin
sort of radicalized or involved
ah, is really .just a process of
coniraunication . I think no matte,
where the communication comes frc
I mean the information, ab, like
with Vietnam stuff. Ah, it'sjjst
i , as long as it's being fed
into you you've got to respond.
You know, that's the whole thing
about television, yeah....

You think it's basical (ph)
between radical and liberal Is
the fact that this intira—

,

information which they get.
W—wouldn't you say?

1 don't.

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN:

Yeah.

•Cause I think if you spend your
life receiving, receiving form
in, ah, through, ah, media,
ahm, node such as the New York
Times, ah, what you're going to
do is eventually end up in an
extreme state of despair because,

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN:

(interjects) That's cynicism, ah.

....the, th the tremendous
cynicism, ah, it, it's a typical
ah, academic intellectual view of
the world.

ANITA

:

(interjects) Well.



v.

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN

:

ANITA:

HOFFMAN

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

COLLINS

:

AXITA:

You have a r , even after
the revolution it's the sane
as beiore, ah. ruid you have to

(inaudible)

.

life in the middle. There
are these two extremes and, you
know, ah, thewiole world is
a sh , sheped like a bell
shaped curve :;nd th? New York Tim.
is at the tip oi of the center,
you know, repotting with this
cold ob.irctivity that, tint
springs btraipht iro-r. the Zeus'
brow. You !-.roiv. bo, ah. . . .

.,n<l the. wr-1 1 the offeel on
me, ah, fro.T. reading the Tines
was for me the big rap, for me
like the big political act
at that time was working for the
ah, Civil Liberties Union.

I*-

;.h, CLU (inaudible) .Working for the,

Right

.

You know, I guess I didn't really
become radical and totally disgusted,
that, ah, disgusted with the 6ystem,
until I, ah, I found out, you know,
this male chauvinism and everything,
ah, job discrimination ond that
in a liberal organization which I

started oui by admiring

Risht

.



COLLINS:

i k:-o i regula:

I'd like to talk about that
too in a monent . We have to
do another break, ad, that
will be our last brc:k, an.
be r ipht back .

(coiiun ercial)

ANITA:

HOFFMAN

:

ANITA :

COLLINS :

ANITA :

vt 111 n:

•;.lly liki

such a cu] , so, you know,
culture on, ah, television.
I know, I was just wondering whethi
ah, it's good or bad 'cause in, ah,
one way it, it sort oi gives you a
preview of the way thiiiRs could be
when our style is the style without
other t hi ncs changing. You do with

(inaudible) . .

.

HOFFMAN

:

COLLINS

:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

You can think about it.

You . n hni ...

.

Ah, television as compared to the
Times I think push, pushes people
to the extrenes ....



polarization medium, jt is a, ah,
d , if you, if you receive a

cry up, ah, some of the most
helpful advice I think to give
to college people is to tell them
to close their books and go home
and watch television. (inaudible

Well, how many shows do you go on,
where, you have, you're on alone
and there's nobody there harassing
you witli questions. The sane ques
y ,

why don't you do this and

think ^bout it, J mean, do a
lot oi shows do thnt?

All right.

Mostly tliry put you up against
people don 't they?

/ih, well there's this, ah,
set, ah, sih, there's a set sort
of approach that they take.
Ah, last night was typical.
L ,

after, ah, ah, they
usually are a hit liberal.
And, but anyway after you get
throuph they'll do a disclaimer.
Well, we had him, but last week
we had George Wallace and, you know,
they, they use you as a, ah, as
an exc

Yeah. Yeah.

as a sort of, ah, ah, as
an example of hew much free speech
there is in this country.

Urn-hum.

That was one reason why Steal This
Book was n challenge 'cause 1 tried
to write .-. book that nobody would
publish, fchlrh indeed is very diffi*



il you've had, all. two or three
books that, ah. you know, best
sellers that hnve sold hundreds
of thi-uEfiiiils of copies and that
they'll, thev'll publish anythini
th*t you write. So, it's hard
to reslly write a book that they
wouldn't publish, iih-n, an, and
among other things, getting back
to the television point, both
the Tnedias and my books are, ah,
are, ah. Yippie books instead
of New Lelt books. In other word
they're devoid of intellectual
content . ,.h. . . (laughter) . . .they '

ah, they're, ah, Anita's book
was originally called Trash and
then (inaudible)....

•ah. I • chan

HOFFMAN:

A KIT/-, :

HOFFMAN

:

ANITA

:

Oh, liked it.

Oh, oh. we liked it too. But
I mean also we liked very, ah,
ahm, things that are easy to under
stand which involve us, ahm, we
don't like theoretical

Well that was a real book.
(Hoffman is speakinp too, inaudibl
Both o.r 'era are renl books...

HOFFMAN

:

C01JUIWS:

Yeah.

.1 mean kopic ol (inaudible).



ANITA

:

HOFFMAN:

Thoy are k--, they nre
easily i:dapt'il)]e to comic strips.

COLLINS:

IIOFFM/iN :

/.nit:. :

1I0FFMA N.-

ANITA :

HOFFMAN:

Can, yon draw?

r.o I rai
o-ie of u.- can draw too pood, but
ah, ah, vc, we, ah, (stutters)
visually motivated. You know, we
see five to ten movies a week
probably and, ah. you know,
read live books a year. That's
what, you know, that's it. And
ah, ah. for the first time I me;
ah, ah, we've agreed with the
Ac.'tdesny Auurcis. ,'ih....

mo

(in

swards .-bout what the best
movies were of the vear . I mean,
we do have this, ah, this kind
of attachment with pop , mass
popular culture because that's
the medium in which we want to
swim. We're not writing fc> r
graduate students....

Uh-huh.

you know, we're not writing
for left wine newspapers, you know,
we're not writing for people
that are already converted. We're
writing for, ah, seven, eight year
old, nine year old peoples (laughter!

ah. . . .you know.

And I don't, I don't see how you can
read Steal This book, ahm, without
it yon remember . I wean it's educatic

- 2(i -



COLLINS:

HOTfiSA N

;

COLLINS:

A NIT/, :

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN

:

COLLIN'S:

ANITA

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

HOFFMAN

:

Toll's you .just to see the
different ways like to steal.
And once you Just look through
t he boo!: , I don ' t see how t he
next time you're in a supermarket
or something;, it's bound to effec
you're bound to try, you know.

D--do you know what Steal This
Book reminded me of when I first
read, eh, you know, you're going
to think this is s

,
ah, stupid,

but, ah, it reminded me ot the
Boy Scout manual

.

Because, you know, yon would
always lool; up whatever you didn't
know and it tells you ripnt there.

P.i-ht .

It tclis you how to grow your own.

Yeah. Be prepared.

Ah, listen speaking about the
buffalos

(interjects sentence - inaudible)

....Do you really get to keg>buffal(

»'e just rend about a man who did
'cause you need, ah, actually you
need a certain amount of acreage
to guarantee that the buffalo
hag enough to eat.

L'h-huh.

So, that's that's the only draw
back, you have to (inaudible)....

So there's a certain amount of
grass, it vould be alright.
(1 aught er)



COLLINS:

ANITA

:

We had to cut our weeds d
,

there's, there's a plant, picture
of a plant in there. It's a gras:
plant which we had to get rid of
but which we had raised from
infancy. T— that's our only
regret

.

(if •r joct! audible)

i 't really grow our i

COLLINS:

HOFFMAN:

ANITA :

U
,

lower, lower east side..

interjects) we had a....

. . .lavender .

COLLINS:

ANITA :

HOFFMAN

:

COLLINS:

ANITA

:

HQFFi.AN

:

ANITA

:

Yeah, yeah.

Yeah, yeah.

Can you get a high off of it?

Definitely.

Hell yes.

And so people who live around the
country, it's really, it's also
a lot easier, I think, for them to
live off a lot of, ah, things
described in the book, because
our environment in New York and
the lower east side is, well
such o hassel . Very high rents,
real tenement buildings and everything.
but when people live in the country



HOFFMAN

COLLINS:

IIOFfM/N:

COLL IKS:

OOLLJNS:

ANITA :

also when they have like, ah,
cars and trucks which they can
use for food cooperatives,
I just know It must be a lot
easier to do a lot of those thing!
and to survive probably.

There is a section on Chicago....

Yeah.

and, ah, some of the people
from the Chicago Seed helped with
the research pn th3t section,
where to set evtrrvthinK free in
Chicago.

Use (ph) that tomorrow. We're

word^
tln, ° tonight

<
in:iudib l e

We'll be back tomorrow.
Yeah (inaudible) . .

.

Bight. You all coate back,
(laughter)

Okay .

We sure had a t-ood time yesterday
Grea t

.

(nusic)

(end oi tape)
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1971 May h 1971, and May 8, 1971, captioned "Abbott (Abbie)
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Hoffman s speeches at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Oklahoma, April 28, 1971, and the University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Oklahoma, April 29, 1971.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- -.—

-

r- - -- ~? arrived at Will Rogers
Airport in Oklahoma City at approximately 6 p.m., April 28.
1971, on American Airlines Flight Number 119. Immediately. - ----- 0— ,

... ... ., , m r
. T - r 'niflt elv

upon HOFFMAN'S departure from this flight, he was met by
the news media and held a conference at the airport.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

7 t
American Airlines (AA)

,

Will Rogers Airport, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, advised he
recalls that on April 29, 1971, ABBIE HOFFMAN appeared at the
AA Ticket Counter. Will Sogers Airport, with a round trip
ticket issued to ''Mrs. A. HOFFMAN" for travel from New York
to Oklahoma City anc^^m water, Oklahoma, and return Oklahoma
City to New York, aid he recalls HOFFMAN originally
had a return reservation for New York, but HOFFMAN changed
his destination to Washington, D. C, and a ticket was
re-issued^g him u.*der the name Mr. A. HOFFMAN for Washington,
D.C. HRsaid HOFFMAN had a reservation on AA Flight
- imber 3BU tor Washington, which departed Oklahoma-City at
.proximately 12:05 p.m., April 29, 1971, butheard
'offiolki AA employees that HOFFMAN did not make that fH
td^p^presumed HOFFMAN left Oklahoma City on a later

5/25/71
ti

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

We-
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

— 'American Airlines
loma i.icy, uKlahoma, advised

list for AA Flight Number 380, April 29,
' " ' Washf—

'

that the pas sense
1971, Oklahoma City to Chicago to Washington,
reflected the name A. HOFFMAN, but he was a ''no show" and
was not on that flight.

HHB stated he and Rere on duty at
Gate 31 on April 29, 1971, when passengers boarded AA
Flight Number 368, which departed Oklahoma City at approxi-
mately 2:55 p.m. for Tulsa, Oklahoma, Nashville, Tennessee,
Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He said
he recalls an individual believed to be ABBIE HOFFMAN
boarded this flight at the last minute, butWM as
unable to positively identify HOFFMAN as boarding ATTFlight«._*. 36g and he was una^jg to recau lf heM| fror

|lifted this individual's ticket for theTTTgW^™

5/25/71
Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma fiu . 176-221^ 5/26/71
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

C^^^ ^|^^p||||pp^||^^p|pp|^PPAmerican Airlines

he was on duty at Gate 33*at Will Rogers* Alrport'on
a V 66

April 28, 1971^jian AA Flight Number 119 arrived at approxi-
mately 6 p.m. p^Bsald he observed ABBIE HOFFMAN depart
from that fllght7TBHHadded that immediately after
HOFFMAN departed from the flight, HOFFMAN held a news conferenc
at the airport.

: departed AA Flight

5/25/71 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

i*2C

Oklahoma City
176-22

5/26/71



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

/aa\ JWS4rK»™!5^:s1^^ American Airlines
QAA;, Will Rogers Airport, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. -

^^^^^^^en^i^^^^^^^^fee*^ minute^pelrance
E^S^i^ F11#£ Mun*er 368 ' liiistatedTnis flight
departed Oklahoma City at approximaTelyT: 55 p.m. on ..hatdate for Tulsa, Oklahoma, Nashville, T^m»ci Washington,
D.C., and Philadelphia, Permsvlvania. laid he doesfh!u f l^^f?! actually lifted HOFFMAN'

s

^? i
?^

et
,
for the fu8h*^SH!H>ositively identified this

Washin^S " H
£
FFMAN and that H°F™AN's destination was

,
IHBstated that HOFFMAN appeared to be traveling

alone when he boarded AA Flight Number 368.

Oklahoma City
5/25/71 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 176-22
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

,tIip ,, 0„_V26/71_

Airlines \aa), win Kogers Airport, Oklahoma Illy, Oklahoma,
advised that the following stewardesses served AA Flight
Number 368, which departed Oklahoma City at approximately
2:55 p.m., April 29, 1971, for Tulsa, Oklahoma, Nashville,

5/25/71
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American Airlines (AA),
Will Rogers Airport, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, advised that
AA Flight Number 119, which arrived in Oklahoma City at
approximately 6 p.m., April 28, 1971, originated at Boston,
Massachusetts, with stops at LaGuardia Airport in New
York City, St. Louis, Missouri, and Tulsa, Oklahoma.

5/25/71
Oklahoma City

,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

f .« 176-22

»-i?c 5/26/71



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

_ ! American Airlines (AA),
Will Rogers Airport, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, advised that
AA Flight Number 368, which departed Oklahoma City at
approximately 2:55 p.m., April 29, 1971, originated at San
Francisco, California, with stops at Oklahoma City and
Tnlsa, Oklahoma, Nashville, Tennessee, Washington, D, C, f

and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

- 5/25/71
Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma „u » 176-22
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Chicago, Illinois
May 28, 1971

//-/*?-/

ABBOTT HOV'ARD HOFFMAN

. On May 8, 1971, Hoffmap/appeared on the Chicago
televis/on conversation programAjCup 's Show", mod/;
Irvinfj^l.'upcinet. The program appears i

station WMAQ-TV, Channel 5.

derate
ytelevl Chicago/television

summary of Hoffman's appearance on
v- the above program: ,

'
.

t: - ' / /With^Iof fman was Anita/Hoffman, who stated near
the end of the program that although she and Abbie Hoffman
are expecting a child soon, they aire not formally married.
Others on the program were George/Reedy, formerly associated
with the administration of Lyndon B.yaohnson, as Press Sec-
retary; Germaine/Greer, author; feol/Dlinsky, community
organizer and author; and Perry/Wolf, associated with the

Hoffman was queried by the moderator regarding
his recent experiences in the demonstrations in Washington,
D. C. He was critical of the series of intimidating actions
used to oppose the demonstrations; the 12,000 illegal
arrests; the interference with the rock concert over the
weekend there just prior to the demonstrations. He stated
he would not really be tried for what occurred, since he

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(Flil). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your .agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

KB..,Ma.



ABBOTT BOWARD HOFFMAN

had little to do with the organization of these demonstra-
tions. He was charged with assault, however, this is the
usual charge, standard procedure, when one is clubbed by
a cop/ He advised he was confident he would be acquitted
of that charge. He agreed that the defendants in the recent
so-called Conspiracy 7 trial were doing well, describing the
trial as highly political in nature, and the law as one which
was inhibitlve of free speech.

In subsequent exchanges of conversation Hoffman
denied being a "leader" of any of the actions in Washington.
He verbally attacked Reedy 's former job with the Johnson ad-
ministration as one which had been to lie and cover up for
Johnson's policies. The Hrt« In vr,^hi r ^tzr-. tz? tzzTi more
open aboat their power concepts, as opposed to backroom
politics.

He bad noted when "running through the streets"
that Washington had not been like Chicago, that even the
"hard hats" in Washington had been giving the peace sign.
He felt it was not proper, referring the world position
of the Uiited States, for a country with one-sixteenth of
the world '6 population to control one-half of the world's
resources as we do. He noted that we own half of Canada,
and attacked as illusions the views of Olinsky that effective
changes can be wrought by working within the system. He
accused Olinsky of being a tame system radical, a safety
valve maintained by the system to show a semblance of per-
missiveness. He noted he hated to see Olinsky attack them
(himself and Anita) and side with UBJ's press secretary.
When directly questioned by Reedy if he was a revolutionary
he replied he was a Young Republican. He was questioned
as to his finances, and noted /he had given $25,000, earned
from book royalties for a Blafck Panther Party (BPP) members
bond, and the individual had /promptly "split". He made brief
reference to his support for/ radio station WPAX, described
as a source of radical and cultural news, however, the subject
matter then changed.

2



ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN

Near the conclusion of the program he advised,
in response to questioning, that "our" (his culture's)
liberation demands what was formerly unrealistic. His
world is a world of plenty, a global village, where
Important matters are not those of materialism, but the
freedom from the structures of the past. Olinsky's world,
he charged, was one which still concerned the urgent priorities
and structures of the 1930's. When questioned regarding
what he would envision as a society to replace the present,
he replied he could envision a world without the United States,
that like astronouts "we" knew where we were going, a
reference to an Olinsky comment to the effect that in
order to bring about change one had to start somewhere
and have a purpose. He mentioned that, laughing, one of
the places he was going was to Washington, D. C. on July 4,

A copy of this memorandum is being provided the
United States Attorney, Chicago.

A reference has been made to the BPP previously.
A characterization of that organization is attached.
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BUCK P S'TH>.R PARTY (BVP),
A Iso km *n .is

Blfi_fk_7>. :ith. i Party torjflf Defense

According to the official newspaper of the- BPP,
the- BPP *as started during December, 1966, in Oakland,
Caliiori in, to organize- black people so they ran take control
of the Jife, politics, and the destiny of the black community.
It was rrifani^ed by BOBBV G. SKALt, DPP Chairman, and HUiY P.
NtWTO.V, Minister of Defense, HPP.

The official newspaper, called "The Black Panther,"
regularl,- states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and
guerrilli tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppressio
of the black people. Residents of the black community are
urged to arm themselves against the police who are consistentl]
referred to as "pi^s" who should be killed.

The newspaper, in its issue of September 7, 1968,
had an a tide by the then Minister of tdueation, CtORGJ. MURRAY
This art cle ended with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons
of America, revolt everywhere! Aim yourselves.
The only culture worth keeping is revolutionary
culture. Change. Freedom everywhere.
Dynamite: Black power. [fee the gun. Kill
the pigs everywhere."

The BPP newspaper, issue of October 5, 1968, had an
article introduced with the following statement: "We will
not dissent from American government. We will overthrow it."

DAVID BILLIARD, Cnicf of Staff, BPP, in a speech
at the San Fr„ncisco Polo Field on November 15, 1969, said
"We will kill RICHAliD NIXON.

"

DAVID HILLIARD, in the "New York Times," issue of
December 13, 1969, was quoted as follows: "We advocate the very
direct overthrow of the government by way of force and violence.



BLACK P.l ,THi.P. PARTY

"The only way to make this racist U.S.
Gover run t administer justice to the
people it is oppressing, is... by taking
up arms against this government, killinK
the officials, until the reactionary
forces... are dead, and those that are
left turn their weapons on their superiors,
thereby passing revolutionary judpment
asninst the number one enemy of a J 1 mankind,
the racist U.S. Government."

The BPP Headquarters is located at 1046 Peraltn
rtct, Oakland, California. Branches of the BPP, and Committe.

i Comb. . Fascism, under control, of the BPP, have been
.U.l-li- led in v., i ion:; locations in the USA.
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555 PM IfI TEL €-2-71 MWM

TO DIRECTOR (176-34)

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

ffD£RM BtmUU Of, INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION] 0'>j

JUN 2 1971
,

ALL INFORMATION C0NTAlf$i£
HERFIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

FROM V A INGTOf FIELD 7 S-2B2 >PATE ^ ^ BY^^^t

>- > '~ P
!*" ABBOT H . HOFFMAN , AKA , ARL

,

RE NEW YORK AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR MAY TWENTY SEVEN LAST.

ON INSTANT DATE, JOSEPH TAFE, DEPARTMENTAL ATTOURNEY

,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ADVISED THAT SUBJECT

APPEARED BEFORE JUDGE J. LEWIS SMITH , UNITED STATES DISTRICT

/ COURT (USDC) FOR DISTRICT OF C0LUM3I A AT NINE THIRTY A.M. FOR

ARRAIGNMENT. SUBJECT WAS ACCOMPANIED BY KIS ATTOURNEY GERALD

LEFCOURT. HOFFMAN ENTERED PLEA OF NOT GUILTY. SUBJECT WAS

CONTINUED ON TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS BAIL WHICH HAS BEEN

TRANSFER ED TO USDC, FOR DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. SUBJECT TO RE-

APPEAR IN USDC ON JULY TWENTY FIRST, NEXT ON WHICH DATE JUDGE

SMITH IS TO RULE ON ROUTINE MOTIONS MADE AT TODAYS HEARING.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

END

'' B JUN 4 1971

HOT 7



Assistant Attorney General June 1, mi
Internal Security Division _____

1 - Mr.^H
Director, FBI 1 - Mr. Gale

1 - Mr. C. D.

nS^SSi^S ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

tSSSSS^SSS&^W IS UNCLASSIFIED

This will confirm the oral request aiade oo May 86. 1971,

JUf. Bldon F. Hairier of your Division to Special AgeriM^0 of this Bureau. ^^^^
Mr. Bnwlcy requested that the instructions set oat U the

Attorney General'* memorandum dated July 14, 1969, captioned
"Electronic Surveillances", be Immediately Implemented regarding
the captioned individual*, In view of Federal criminal charges recently
filed against them In connection with demonstrations in Washington,
D. C. , early last month.

This is to advise that tbe above-mentioned Instructions
were promptly famished to all field offices of tbe FBI following
receipt of tbe Attorney General's memorandum in 1968, and those
Instructtoss have been followed. Appropriate field offices have been
reminded of the necessity of implementing those instructions regarding

1 - Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division /7£. 3-/_

nDCD

l«c JUN 8 07'i

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO . . .

'-^'-•"f DUPLICATE YOiOVV



NOTE:

Davis and Frolnes are charged with Civil Rights and Conspiracy
violations in connection with their activities related to disruptions
resulting from the May Day demonstrations sponsored by the Peoples,
Coalition for Peace and Justice. Hoffman Is charged with Antlriot

violations in connection with the same disruptions.

Instructions mentioned above request that we avoid overhearing
defendants in Federal criminal cases as well as conversations Involving
their attorneys and other persons concerning trial strategy; also, the
instructions prescribe procedure to be followed If such conversations are
accidentally overheard. They were furnished to the field by SAC Letter
69-43 dated 8/13/69.

Eldon F. Hawley is the Departmental Attorney handling this

matter.

Appropriate offices have been advised by separate
communications.



5/27/71

"Airtel J j|^Cr
1 -MrTlMl
1 - Mr. c. D. Brennan

TO; SACs, Chicago
Cleveland
Los Angeles
New York
Salt Lake City ^
San Francisco 5
WFO

TROi;: Director, FBI

ELEUIt
RENNARD CORDON DAVIS;
JOHN RAJFCUj FLOIKE"

;

DEVONSTrt/.TlON.S AT
V ASUNCION, D. C.
MAY, 1971
CR - CONSPIRACY
00: WFO

ABBOTT HOYvARDHOFFMAN, AKA;
ARL
OO: V FO

For information of offices not receiving prior communications In
captioned matter, subjects Davis and Froines have been charged with
Civil Rights and Conspiracy violations in connection with disruptions which
occurred during recent May Day demonstrations in Vashington "V C
Subject Hoffman was indicted by a Federal grand Jury at Washington D Con Antlrlot charges based on his activities during the same demonstrationi.'

The Department has requested immediate implementation of the
Attorney General's instructions regarding electronic surveillances as set
out in the Attorney General's n.ei: oranoum date*d 7/14/69, with regard to

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE^iA^BY^m^

y J^ 1 - (66-8160)

JUN 3 5971

SEE NOTE PATHTTVYO

.



Alrtel to SACs, Chicago
Cleveland
Los Angeles
New York
Salt Lake City

San Francisco
WFO

RE: ELSUK
REKNARD CORDON DAVIS

Davis, Froines and Hoffman. The contents of the Attorney General's
memorandum were previously furnished to all offices by SAC Letter 69-43
dated 8/13/69.

Comply with the Department's request.

NOTE:

Above request made 5/26/71, by Eldon Hawley, Internal'Security

Division, the Departmental attorney handling captioned matters, and request
is being confirmed by separate communication.

Attorney General's instructions mentioned above requested we avoid
overhearing defendants in Federal criminal cases as well as conversations

. involving their attorneys or other persons regarding trial strategy; it also
"prescribed procedure to be followed if such conversations are overheard
accidentally.

Above instructions being furnished to those offices known to currently
have technical surveillances in security matters (all addressees except Salt La
City), or having such coverage awaiting installation (Salt Lake City).



l/XITED STATES GOV ERNMENT

Memorandum
to Mr. Sullivan

1

from
: A> Ro8en fj./

1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - Mr . Rosen
1 - Mr.*

"

1 - Mr.
mil 6/2/71
1 - Mr!
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr. C

ffnran was indi<

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN AKA.
ABBBE koFFMAN
ANTIRIOT LAWS

You were previously advised that Abbie HoffrrrSn was indicted
on Federal antiriot charges by a Federal grand jury in Washington, D. C.,
based on his travel from Oklahoma to Washington, D. C, to participate
in the disruptions which occurred during the xecenl May Day deiiiuusttauona.

Joseph Tafe, Departmental Attorney assigned to the Internal
Security Division, who is assisting in the prosecution of this matter has
advised Hoffman was arraigned before U. S. District Judge J. Lewis
Smith in Washington, D. C, today. Hoffman entered a plea of not guilty

'

I and continues to be free under $20, 000 bond. Judge Smith advised
,

Hoffman's attorneys he would give them 30 days in which to file motions,
such motions to be answered by the Government by 7/16/71. A hearing on the
motions will be held on 7/21/71.

^ACTION: This matter is being closely followed and you will be advised of
developments.

4

"CO, /'/,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

„ f^T HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED,
oK/uiuY ma±Sii PY^jygg^
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547PM NITE^ 6-3-71 EOM/BCK

TO DIRECTOR (176-34)

NEW YORK

WFO (176-232)

FROM CHICAGO (176-2S)

ABBOTT H. HOFFMAN, AKA.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN]

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

00: WFO.

RE WFO TEL JUNE TWO SEVENTY.

f OFFICE OF USM, CHICAGO, ADVISED TODAY

RECEIPT OF TELEGRAM FROM CAROL RAMMER, REFLECTING HOFFMAN
IN WASHINGTON, D.C., JUNE ONE AND TWO , LAST. NO PURPOSE
OR MOTIVE TRAVEL REFLECTED. NO ADDITIONAL TRAVEL OR TIME

OF RETURN TO NEW YORK REFLECTED.

RECEIVING OFFICES HANDLE ANY APPEARANCES HOFFMAN PER
PRIOR BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS, BU AlRTEL AUGUST TWENTY SIX,

SEVENTY.

END

WJM FBI ft- WA ae i< E1Q0T T EtS

*&3f
««« ,0,97,

4rJ



Transmit the following in _

v.„ AIRTEL

•J'

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (176-3H)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (176-2)
o

SUBJECT: ABBOTT H. HOFFMAN, aka
ARL
00: WFO

Enclosed for the Bureau and WFO are two copies

* ,4 ... 5?eh ?f th* above individuals verified the

n
U
r
j*C^o^?Vel b

!
tWC

?
n 0klah°»* City and Washington,

D.C., H/29/71, on American Airlines Flight 368. rr

INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

STl0A
.

!)ATE s-/'fL> BYsr-rfflfa ^
TRM) (Ends. 8)
i-22) (RM) (Ends. 8) 4 m u Jg?j

• Bureau
• WFO (17

4?«-

J, A>



( -tDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG-.. tON~

Date — 5/»/71_

stewardess tor Ameri
She stated that she !

past 15 months'. She
worked Flight Number

and Washington, B.C.
her as "ABEIE HOFFJiAJ
terminated his fligh
she and the other sti

HOFFMAN because they
on television severa
she recalls HOFFMAN

Jfurnished the following intormat:

•dvised she is currency employed as a
:an Airlines and is based in San Francisco.
: as been employed with American for the
recalled that on April 29, 1971, she
368, which originates in Oklahoma City
ladelphia with stops in Tulsa, tJashville,
She said that an individual known to

I" boarded the plane inTuls^nd
. at Washington', D.C. fl| HF said that
wardesses on the plane recognized
had seen his picture in a newspaner and

1 times in the past. She said' that
'

tting in the Coach Section by hii

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATEA^^BY^£^

n„ 5/27/71
ni HBBicALIFORNIA vitB u SF 176- 2.

~'

-SAAH
is nor c..nrlu»i<jn« of Ihr FBI. II is (he proper!



( FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTICv-'yON

Dale _!^ii7i_

. sted tnat the ir
her schedule would not perr

in person. She said that she is fc
which originates in San Francisco c

lestioned regarding any publ:

s interviewed

., ephoi
it her to be interviewed
miliar with Flight 368
nd terminates in Philadelphia
ly known individuals

being on board Flight 368 on April 29, 1971, she said that
ABBIE HOFFMAN boarded at Oklahoma City and terminated his
flight in Washington, D.C. She said that she- believes HOFFMAN
was met by his wife in the Washington, D.C. airport. She
said that she recognized HOFFMAN from pictures she had seen
in the news media and she said also that she has read books
written byiiOFFMAN. She added that HOFFMAN traveled in the
coach section and that he was apparently a good passenger.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

date /-/-^ m^rmkp

On 6/1/71
at
San Francisco, California

Filc # SF 176-2

Jlll^. ,,,, dictate, _*_'.*_/7A_



(

-

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTiG .'yCN

interviewed by telephoi
requested that the interview be conducted by telephoi..

djse she was very busy and it would not be convenient to
her to be interviewed in person. She stated that she has
been a stewar4ess with American Airlines for the past three
years and she is currently based in San Francisco. In response
to a question regarding night 368 on April 29, 1971, she
said that the flight originates in San Francisco and terminates
in Philadelphia with stops in Oklahoma City,, Tulsa, Nashville
and Washington, D.C. On this flight she recalled seeing a
man get aboard in Oklahoma City. She thought the man was
ABBIF HOFFMAN. _ As he went through the first class section to
the coach section, a passenger commented "tnat it "was 'hctii.tr
HOFFMAN . She stated that she recognized him from photographs
she has seen in the press. She said that she recalled speaking

saying hello, as he got off the plane in Nashville.
^%aid that he reboarded the plane at Nashville and

"'ashington, D.C. , where he terminated his travel.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINE!
HERFIN IS UNCLASSIFIED;

6/1/71
al
San Francisco, California F[U # SF 176-2
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Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records B

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE^^y^^Z,

See File G6-2554-7530 for authority.
-~ryr

Subject JUNEMAIl -^W^W Wo\^\oJkV

Removed By

File Number YW*' 2>H -\°\°\

Permanent Serial Charge Out



_^ f; united Vtates government

i^iMpnorandum
# Director

.

Federal Bureau of Investigatioi

^^Sl^l0^ < Mardian fal K
f

**r ijSfc:*\>As«l»Unt Attorney General
'

•\fi'-. »,J^^^t«raaI|Security Division
1

'''^^Scrfcj^^^ft^n"' AbbiActffman
< -,. *2tT^ *- «*cTBOiry 8DRVEILLAWCE /

i

" ; "
• >

& - >A?>

f!

t
5 „ ia Bn4er - iadiotaent for violation*

'•*** ^ttl* 18JM.U. Sections 2101 and 231 (a) (3) , Motio/
.

"Ppress all evidence obtained by electronic ' 4
|

»_«urveillance are expected to be filed by defense counsel

IftirvinT^^f
0
*
6 you Please supply us with elejj&onicfiJturyeillance information on the above-named individual, .

* "
following the form given in the memorandum from Assistant'Attorney General Will Wilson to you RnrTI 1959captioned "Electronic Surveillance, fjf BsTct al\

" In addition, should your files reveal the individualor the premises in which he had a proprietary interest was

J22*5£2« t
S«*

leCtro
?
i
S

surveillance, we would appreciate
|.W««r furnishing us with the following:

1. Logs disclosing the conversations of the
defendant and logs of any of the premisestin which the defendant is or was the owner,
lessee or licensee.

2.

J.; If

t L I illctronic
ss I additional

3

is

Any airtels which expand or summarise the
portions of the logs disclosed unless

Any memoranda, Including reports to the 'ft
Department of Justice, which expand or
summarize the portions, of the loos menUsmJ ! - —

—

£>ove or which demonstrate pertinent leads
which may have come from fche •leetroniCBS JUN 141971 /surveillance. » , /

- L. •
r

' -T
your records indicate that the individual has
other :than that given, please check your
surveillance Indices Vith respect to the
names. • i

-\ c « iftc *
,

a MkH.H 5 p tore
n\ fYWr^a^AwdfeRn*;
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bto4 «Al/6Bt COloofo tolotyoo to to* UiMtoi, totrott ntd
otter oftlooa tetoo i/ll/6»i to* Boolrtol totoi 11/M/Tf to
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REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES

Date of Request fi/fl /71 q special investigative Division

Bequest ing *8en^((^^^^^gr___Q Domestic Intelligence Division

Please complete following
and return one copy to

„ Section
oenerai Investigative Division

WAMES TO BE SEARCHED

Abbott Howard Hoffman

Results of Special Indices
Search (attach separate
sheet, if necessary).

Abbie
Abby
Abbey Bufile 100-451298

11-20-70

Abble Hoffman

Abby Hoffman
"7755765

Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee Atlanta

Abe Hoffman
PH 7718761
Mentioned Misur #1 onfl|

A Abbv Hoffman

Bufile 62-3Iv

Searched t

Date

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFir-
DATK U'iltt
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Apartment requests
^ABdOTT H. HUFFMAN • i .

- 1/5/69 Request r
' «'-

8/26/68 Answer to Dept. - positive

5/28/69 Request
6/20/69 Answer to Dept. - negative
10/22/68 Request
11/6/68 Answer to Dept. - negative

-2-



SE^ET

Assistant Attorney General
Internal Security Division

, "\J&irector , FBI "June

« ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
1 INFORMATION REQUEST;

" ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN
hit

1 - Mr. Long
1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
(Route through for review)

Decbssi*)- on. OAfV

Reference is made to your memorandum dated
June 4, 1971, captioned 'Abbott Hoffman, aka Abbie Hoffman,
Electronic Surveillance* requesting certain information and
documents.

On the basis of identifiable information, a review
of our records indicates that information was previously
furnished to the Department concerning Hoffman by our
memorandum dated August 26, 1969, captioned 'Electronic
Surveillance Information Request; David Tyre Dellinger
and others." Included in this memorandum were logs dis-

closing conversations of Hoffman as well as communications
which set forth information disclosed.

In order to bring this matter to a current basis
and in accordance with your request, a review of our
records indicates that on November 20, 1970, and November 27,
1970, an individual who appears to be identical with Abbott
Howard Hoffman participated in conversations which were
monitored through a telephone surveillance at 2915 Ludlow
Road, Cleveland^OhiOj^This surveillance is identified by
symbol number Enclosed logs pertaining to this
conversation are identified by telephone number 752-8944.
This surveillance was authorized by the Attorney General on
October 27, 1970. It-was installed on November 6, 1970, and
was rtlnmntlmird an J^mmT-y x\ . 1971. This information was
not disseminata^, ^iled 3

' 1971,1 an individual who may be identical
to Abbott "Howard 'Ho'ffmag, participated in a conversation which
was monitored tlhrough -a telephone surveillance at 718 Stow

—Street, Kent, Ohio^Jhis surveillance is identified by

HP Enclosed log pertaining to this
.dentified by telephone ^number 673-3708.

SECRJf \ A
I,'

iroomLj teletype unitCD
SEE NOTE PAGE 3



Assistant Attorney General
Internal Security Division

The surveillance was authorized by the Attorney General on
February 5, 1971. It was installed on February 18, 1971,
and was discontinued on June 3, 1971. This information was
disseminated.

On July 9, 1969, an individual who may be Identical
to Abbott Howard Hoffman participated in a conversation which
was monitored through a telephone surveillance at the National
Headquarters of the Black Panther Party, Berkele^^a^^ornia.
This surveillance is identified by symbol nnnberH | fcj
The surveillance was authorized by the Attorney General on
February 6, 1969. It was installed on February 26, 1969,
and it has been in operation since that time.

Attached is a list of four documents containing
information concerning Hoffman including the dissemination
made, if any, of the information contained in the documents.
The documents are enclosed. Also enclosed are copies of the
logs disclosing the conversations of these individuals.

No electronic surveillance has been conducted on any
premises in which Hoffman is known to have a proprietary
interest. Information previously furnished to the Department
regarding Hoffman is not being duplicated in this letter.

b)

It is suggested that you check with other Government
agencies with respect to their authorization of electronic
devices in connection with the above individual if you have
not already done so.

Enclosures 9

- 2 -



)

KOTE : Department's memo of 6/4/71 requested electronic
surveillance information check regarding subject

Hoffman charged with antiriot violations in connection with
recent May Day demonstrations in Washington, D. C.

Hoffman's prior antiriot conviction and contempt
citations in connection with the "Chicago 7" case are still
under appeal.

We previously conducted a similar check at the request
of the Department and transmitted the necessary information
to them by our memorandum of August 26, 1969. Their current
request is to update any information obtained through subsequent
electronic coverage of Hoffman and we are sending them our
results of our present check along with pertinent documents.

Classified secret since it contains information from
documents so classified. Data is this memorandum contains
results of electronic surveillance of Students for a Democratic
Society and Black Panther Party.



1. Report Of Special AgentBB BJ, dated 9/25/69,
at New York, Kew York, captioned "Abbott Howard Hoffman,
Security Matter - Anarchist." DiBScninatew to: Secret
Service, Mew York City, on 9/25/69/ United States Attorney,
Chicago, Illinois, on 9/30/69; Department of the Army,
Secret Service, Internal Revenue Service, and Department

I
Justice at Wagh^gt^n^XU) C . , on 10/l/69^^£urvei^^nceK

andWB ^Bj- identified aeHBV andMV
f
respectiv?Ty^^DOcument contains Information previously

Ished to the Department and restated in this report. /^W.)

2. Cleveland airtel to Director, FBI, dated 4/14/71, captioned
"Yippie Ccnmune at 718 Stow, Kent, Ohio; IS - MISC." No
dissemination trade to outside agencies.

3. Memorandum dated 4/29/71, at Cleveland, Ohio, captioned
"Posuible Strike and Attempt to Clone Down Kent State University
(KSU) , Kent, Ohio, on Hey 3-5, 1971." Disseminated to:
United States Attorney, Cleveland, Ohio; Secret Service,
Cleveland, Ohio; and Departments of the Army, Air Force,
and Navy, Cleveland, Ohio, on 4/29/71; the Departments
of the Army, Air Force, and Navy, Secret Service and Department
of Justice on S/4/71, at Washington, D. C. Surveillance

4. Report of Special Agent Bfl HV dated 5/25/71,
at Cleveland, Ohio, captioned "Youth International Party, aka
Yippies; IS - MISC." Disseminated to: Secret Service, Cleveland,
Ohio; Departnent of the Army, Cleveland, Ohio, on 5/25/71; Secret
Service and the Department of Justice at Washington, D. C , on
6/4/71. Surveillance |

^™

"

NOTE: Enclosure to letter to Assistant Attorney General, internal
Security Division, dated July 2, 1971, captioned

"Electronic Surveillance Information Request; Abbott Howard Hoffman"Electronic

1C*
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1'ashington, D.C.
June 7, 1971

ABBOTT H. hOFHIA'J

"Quicksilver Times", a Washington area undergroundnewspaper, In its May 15-31, 1971 issuef on page 5/225 1contained an article entitled "Abbiel" ^ich stated a,; fSJois:

"Abbie Boffman needs photos and eyewitness accountsof police beating him 10:00 a.m., Monday, May 3, at V7isconS

Jotd.
*

aIS °^ ph°t0S °f a* Prison Jem"

, ....
",Besid

^
s fussing state lines to incite a riot, he's

baiir'
L"

i:
'

C"£'i^d """ith i= currently — t =?. $20,000

"Send evidence to: Abbie Hoffman. Box 213 CoonPr
Station, New York, New York 10003." ' P

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED/ -
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